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We develop a non-commutative theory of Dirichlet forms and symmetric Markov 
semigroups acting on the smooth sections of a C*-algebra bundle. We show that 
the Bochner Laplacian associated to a suitable connection on a Clifford algebra 
bundle induces a Dirichlet form, and describe some properties of the associated 
Markov semigroup. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
Bochner, Lichnerowicz, and Weitzenbock inequalities have been applied 
to a number of spectral problems concerning Riemannian manifolds. 
Examples include estimating the first non-trivial eigenvalue of the 
Laplacian in compact manifolds [6,22], estimating the constants in 
log-Sobolev inequalities [3,4, 271, and estimating heat kernels on com- 
plete manifolds [ 10,231. This paper, and a companion, grew out of an 
attempt to adapt the same methods to the estimation of ground state eigen- 
values for the Bochner Laplacian B on vector bundles. It is reasonably 
clear that the usefulness of inequalities would be greatly facilitated by the 
existence of an order structure on sections of the bundle, arising from an 
order in the fibers which is preserved by the semigroup ePBf generated by 
the Bochner Laplacian. 
There are at least two natural procedures which come to mind; the first 
consists in supposing that the fiber is a C*-algebra, and the second 
supposes the fiber has the structure of a compact Jordan algebra. We have 
chosen to concentrate on the first possibility. 
The paper begins with a general study of vector bundles whose fibers 
have a C*-algebra structure. We show that the notions of Dirichlet form 
and symmetric Markov semigroup can be formulated in a way which is a 
* The second author was supported by a United Kingdom SERC grant while this paper 
was being prepared. 
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natural generalization of the classical (scalar) concepts. Because of non- 
commutativity, one has a stricter notion of order preservation, namely 
complete positivity, but this causes no real problems. We also show that if 
ePBr is a completely positive symmetric Markov semigroup then the zero 
eigenspace of B, called the set of B-harmonic sections, is a Iinite-dimen- 
sional C*-algebra, whose structure has great influence on the eigenspaces 
associated with non-zero eigenvalues. 
Although the above results form a good abstract non-commutative ver- 
sion of the theory of symmetric Markov semigroups, the main purpose of 
the paper is to exhibit explicit examples associated with second-order ellip- 
tic operators on the bundle. We succeed in proving that if V is a suitable 
connection on the bundle, then its associated Bochner Laplacian B does 
indeed have the properties required for emB* to be a completely positive 
symmetric Markov semigroup. The zero eigenspace of B coincides with the 
set of absolutely parallel sections of the bundle, and is a geometric 
invariant of the connection. 
In the second paper we use the methods developed here to prove a BLW 
inequality and then to study the smallest eigenvalue of the Bochner 
Laplacian. Our goal is to obtain a positive lower bound on this eigenvalue 
under a topological assumption which implies that it must be non-zero. 
Under certain bounds on the curvature of the connection, we are able to 
adapt to the bundle context some estimates of Li and Yau [22] which were 
developed to study the corresponding scalar problem. 
1 
A C*-bundle on a Riemannian manifold is a smooth, real, linite-dimen- 
sional vector bundle a over the smooth Riemannian manifold M, whose 
fibers are isomorphic real, finite-dimensional, C*-algebras. If A is the 
C*-algebra, then the structure group of the bundle is to be the compact Lie 
group of * automorphisms of A. 
We remind the reader that the real C*-algebras are axiomatized in the 
same fashion as the complex, with the additional proviso that 1 + au* is 
always invertible [ 161. The finite-dimensional real C*-algebras are known 
to be just direct sums of full matrix algebras over the reals, complexes, or 
quaternions, with * being the usual transpose conjugate. The advantage in 
using real rather than complex C*-algebras comes from the additional 
latitude it gives in defining the order structure on sections. 
The bundle a splits, of course, into the Whitney sum of sub-bundles, the 
fiber in each sub-bundle being the direct sum of isomorphic full matrix 
algebras, but we will make no particular use of this decomposition. 
With the notion of order in mind, we might have chosen the fiber to be 
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a compact Jordan algebra-we will have a few remarks on this point sub- 
sequently, but will not pursue it in any great detail. 
In the interests of simplicity, we will assume throughout that M is 
compact (without boundary). Each fiber a:, has a unique C*-norm 11 . (1, so 
the set Cm(a) of smooth sections is a normed algebra with involution: 
f*(x) = (f(x))* 
(fg)(x) = f(x) g(x) 
llfll =suPw(~w-w. 
The completion is C’(a), the set of continuous sections, which has thus 
itself a C*-algebra structure. 
2 
A generalized trace on A is a positive linear combination of the “usual” 
real trace on each of its simple summands. (For the full matrix algebra 
M(n, ff), the usual trace is tr(A) = d x1= 1 Re(A,), where d is the dimension 
of IF over R, and which satisfies tr(AB)= tr(BA) and tr(AA*)= 
dCtj= 1 lAYI’.) If tr x is one such, a second is necessarily of the form 
tr(cx), where c is a non-singular positive central element. A trace is called 
normalized if tr 1 = 1. Not all traces are invariant under the action of the 
* automorphism group of A, but there are many such. We fix, once and for 
all, a normalized invariant trace on A; the ensuing development is not 
significantly dependent on the particular choice of such trace. Since the 
trace is invariant, we may also define a trace on Coo(a), or C”(a), by 
tr f= jM trXf(x) dx, where dx is the Riemannian measure on M. This 
determines an inner product (f, g) = tr(fg*) = jM tr,(f(x) g*(x)) dx. 
The completion L2(a) of Cm(a) for the associated norm may be 
identified with L2(M) @A, since all vector bundles become trivial when one 
only considers the measurable structure of M. 
We can define an Lp norm on Cm(a) by setting 11 f 11: = 
f,,, tr,([f(x)f*(x)]p’2) dx. See [21,25] for discussions of such non- 
commutative Lp spaces. There is an equivalent norm which we will 
not use, except at one critical juncture, defined by setting 11 f 11; = 
sM (tr,Cf(x) f *&)I IpI2 dx. Lp(W is the completion of Cm(a) in either 
norm. We have for either norm, of course, the inequality 
u-i g> G Ilf Ilp llf!llq 3 l/p + l/q = 1. 
An arbitrary section f of OL is said to be self-adjoint if f(x) = f *(x), 
positive if f = gg* for some section g, in which case we write f 2 0. 
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Equivalently, a self-adjoint section is positive if the complex spectrum of 
f(x) is contained in [0, co) for all x E M; moreover the space of continuous 
self-adjoint sections is an order unit norm space in the sense that 11 f 11 = 
inf{,lERI-Ll<f(x)<11VxEM}. See [16] fordetails. 
Attached to each a E A is its modulus Ial defined as the positive square 
root of au*. Correspondingly, we may attach to any section f of a its 
modulus If 1, and if f E LP(a) so does If I with II f IIP = I[( f I lip; moreover 
II f 11 = II If 1 II. If f is a continuous section, so also is If 1, but the modulus 
of a smooth section is not always smooth. 
If f is a self-adjoint section, then - If I <f < If I; for self-adjoint f we 
define f + = (If I + f )/2 and f _ = (If I - f )/2, both of which are positive. 
Note also that f+ f- = f- f + = 0, since If 1 commutes with J In the non- 
commutative context one must remember that LP(a) is not a Banach 
lattice for its partial ordering. 
3 
We consider now an unbounded self-adjoint operator H, H 2 0, on 
L2(a) which commutes with *: i.e., Hf * = (Hf)* for all f E Dam(H). 
Attached to H there is a unique closed, positive, quadratic form for which 
H is the associated positive self-adjoint operator. The associated bilinear 
form is Q(f, g) = ( H’12f, H’12g). The domain of the quadratic form is 
Dom(H’j2). 
H is called a Dirichlet form if it satisfies the conditions of both of the 
following two theorems. In the commutative case a, = R, these reduce to 
the Beurling-Deny theorems [ 10, 15,261; the conditions of Theorem 1 are 
closely linked to Kato’s inequality. 
For simplicity, we denote Q( f, f) by Q( f ). 
THEOREM 1. Consider the action of H on self-&joint elements of L2(a). 
Then the following are equivalent. 
(1) f = f* E Dom(H’/2) * If) ~Dorn(H”‘). O< f, gEDom(H”‘) 
and fg=gf=O=-Q(f, g)<O. 
(2) f=f*EDom(H”2)+IfJEDom(H’/2)undQ(lfl)>Q(f). 
(3) (H + a) -’ is positivity preserving for all a > 0. 
(4) epH’ is positivity preserving for all t 2 0. 
Proox (1) * (2). We have 
Q(lf l,=Q(f+ +f-)=Q(f+ -f-)+4Q(f+,f-) 
=Q(f)+4Q(f+,f-)GQ(f). 
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(2) * (3). We turn X = Dom(H”*) into a Hilbert space by defining 
(f, g), = Q(f, g) + a(f, g), where a > 0. The injection J: 2 + L*(a) is 
bounded and J*f= (N+ a)-‘f for all f EL*(a). Let f =.J*g, where 0~ 
gEL*(a). Then f EDom(H”*) and (2) implies 1 f 1 ~Dorn(H’/*). Also 
(If I, If I>l=Q(lf I)+a<lf I, If I><Q(f)+a Ilf II:= (f,f>l. At the 
same time, (Ifl,f>l=(lfl,J*g)l=(lfl,g)~(f,g)=(f,J*g),= 
(f, f )1. Hence 1 f I = f and thus f > 0. This implies J*g > 0 whenever 
g 2 0, and hence (3 ). 
(3) * (4). This follows from the formula 
(4) + (1). Since eCHf is positivity preserving, f = f * E L*(a) * 
(ePH’f+,f-)~O, whence (e-U’f,f)~(e-H’Ifl,Ifl), which gives 
t-l((l-e-Hr) Ifl, If I><t-'((l-epH')f,f). 
From the spectral theorem, it is known that 
if g E Dom(H’/*) 
otherwise. 
IffEDom(H’/*), weconclude IflEDom(H”*)and Q(lfl)<Q(f). 
Under the conditions of (l), we have If - gl = f + g, so Q(f + g) < 
Q(f - g), which reduces to Q(f, g) < 0, completing the proof of the 
theorem. 
We say that e-Ht is a contraction on Lp(G!) when it maps L* n Lp into 
L2 n Lp and is a contraction on that subset for the Lp norm. The extension 
from L* n Lp is unique for p < co, and is unique for p = cc if we impose 
weak* continuity. 
We have the corresponding notions of contraction for Lp(6X”). as being 
the bundle of self-adjoint elements of a. 
THEOREM 2. Let H 20 satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) e -9 < 1. 
(2) e -“’ is a contraction on L”(fX’“) for all t > 0. 
(3) eCHt is a contraction on Lp(aS) for all t 2 0 and 1~ p < co. 
(4) Let f=f*EDom(H1’2) and cp:R-+R satisfy cp(O)=O, 
Iv(s) -Cal G Is - 4. Then cp(f )E DomW"*) and Q(cp(f )I G Q(f ). 
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if s> 1. 
Then Q(g) G Q(f )- 
Some preliminary discussion is useful before starting the proof of 
Theorem 2. To this end, let C,(W) be the space of real bounded continuous 
functions, having limit 0 at + co, in the uniform topology. Fix f E L2(a”) 
and t 2 0. The map 
(rp, +I + <epH’cp(f ), +(f )> 
is a bounded positive bilinear function on C,(R) x C,(R), and routine 
extension of measure arguments gives the existence of a symmetric finite 
kernel measure ,U 2 0 on [w x [w such that 
<e-“cp(f ), #(f )> = 1 V(P) $(q) Ad& 4). 
Similar arguments show that for p E C,(R) there exists a finite measure 
v > 0 such that tr[q(f )] = J (p(q) v(dq). 
Now we start the proof of Theorem 2. 
Proof (l)=(2). Let Ifl<l,so -l<f<l.Assuming(l)weget 
so le-“‘f I < 1. On the other-hand, 111 < 1, so assuming (2), (epH’ll < 1; 
ie een’l < 1. . ., 
(2)*(3). By duality (2) implies epHt is a contraction on L’(a’), 
and by the generalized Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem [21] it is a 
contraction on LP(as) for 1 <p < 00. 
(3) * (4). Let cp, Ic/ E C,(R), so that (e-H’cp(f ), $(f)> = 
f q(p) t,b(q) p(dp, dq). We want to extend this equality to a larger class of 
functions. Pick, for example, a sequence $,,, 0 < tin E C,(Iw), converging 
locally uniformly from below to the constant function GE 1; since 
p is finite and non-negative, j q(p) tj,,(q) p(dp, dq) converges to 
j V(P) Adp, dq). But also $df 1 converges in L2 to 1, so <eCH’rp(f), 1) = 
s p(p) ,u(dp, dq). If we select a good approximating sequence for q(s) = IsI, 
then we see readily that pq is absolutely integrable with respect to 
A& dq), and so (e-“tf, f > = j pqd& 4). 
Now if cp E C&Q), tr[p( f )] = s q(p) v(dp). Pick an approximating 
sequence in C,(R) to q(p)= p2. We conclude tr[f2] =J p2v(dp), the 
integral on the right existing, an observation we will use in a moment. 
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If cp E C,( Iw), and cp > 0, then we have 
<e-H’cp(fh 1) = We-“‘df)l = Ile-H’cp(fN 1 G IIdfNl I = trCdf)l, 
since ePHf is a contraction on L’(6Xs). Thus for cp 20, we have 
j p(p) ~(dp, dq) < j q(p) v(u’p); the Radon-Nikodym theorem now implies 
there exists p: 68 --+ [0, 1] such that j q(p) ~(dp, dq) = 1 p(p) (p(p) v(dp). 
The last inequality is readily extended to the case q(p) = p*, since 0 < 
J P(P) P2@P) G j P2VMP). 
Let cp in addition to satisfying the hypotheses of (4) also belong to 
C&R). We deduce that 
((1 -e-T a-), df)) 
= trC~‘UN - <e-“Wf), VU)> 
= J (P2(P) V(dP) - 1 cp(P) (P(4) AdP, 4) 
= j (P2(P)U -P(P)) V(dP) + 112 1 {(P(P) - d4)12 /NPv 4) 
d i P2U -P(P)) V(dP) + l/2 J (P - d2 P(dP, 4) 
= ((1 -emHf)f,f). 
A cp satisfying (4) has approximants satisfying (4) and also in C,(R), 
obtained by cutting off to zero right and left by line segments of slope + 1 
as the case might be, so the inequality immediately above holds for cp 
satisfying (4). On dividing both sides of the inequality by t and then letting 
t + 0, we conclude p(f) E Dom(H’12) and Q(rp(f)) < Q(f). 
(4) * (5). This implication is obvious. 
(5)*(l). Let O<f<l and g=(l+sH)-‘f; put h=cp(g), where cp 
is as in (5). Then g, h E Dom(H li2), and 
I[(1 +sH)“2 (g-h)lJ$= ((1 +sH)-‘f,f) -2(f, h) + ll(1 +sH)1’2hll: 
=((l+sH)-‘f,f)-2(f,h)+Ilhll:+sQ(h) 
G ((1 +sW’f,f)-2<f, h) + IVdl:+sQ(g,. 
Now (g--h,h)=(g-h, 1>2(g--h,f), so -2(f,h)+(h,h)< 
-2CL g> + Xg, A) - <k A) < -2U, g> + <g, g>. Therefore, 
ll(1+~~)“2(g-~)ll~~((1+sH)-1f,f)-2(f,g)+(g,g)+~Q(g, 
= ((l+sH)-‘f,f)-2(% g)+ll(1+sH)“2gll:=0. 
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We conclude that g = h, or equivalently, 
o< (1 +sH)-if< 1. 
Using the formula e-Nlf=lim(l+(t/n)H)-“f, we obtain O<e-“y<l. 
Put f = 1 to obtain (1). 
COROLLARY 3. If H > 0 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 and 
H 1 = 0, then the conditions of Theorem 2 hold. 
This is obvious now, since e -“I 1 = 1, so (1) of Theorem 2 holds. 
4 
If H is a Dirichlet form, then emHt is called a symmetric Markov semi- 
group on L2(a). Following [8, 13, 143, we say epH’ is n-positive in the 
following circumstances. If LI! is a C*-bundle, so is a, =: a @u M(n, a=). 
H, is defined on a, by 
K(fJ= U$), 
where the matrix coefficients fi/ are sections of GE1 = a OR @, and we 
require that e-H”’ be positivity preserving. (n + I)-positivity obviously 
includes n-positivity; 1-positivity is simply the requirement that the exten- 
sion of H to the complexification of the bundle be positivity preserving. 
The extended operators H, clearly generate Markov symmetric semi- 
groups; e -“,,’ 1 < 1. Our next three results are standard, but we include 
proofs for the reader’s convenience. 
LEMMA 4. Zf epH’ is a 2-positive symmetric Markov semigroup, then 
epHr(ff *) 2 (e-“‘f )(e-“‘f)* 
for all f E L2(d 0 w C). (ff * E L’(6X Qa C), and this is enough for 
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(  
e -H f t f f * ) ,  e-“‘f ,  o 
(eCHtf)*, 1 ) ’ ’ 
Pre- and post-multiplying the last matrix by (A; icemHtr)) and its conjugate 
transpose, respectively, we get the desired conclusion. 
The following improvement of Theorem 2(2) is worth noting. 
LEMMA 5. If H is a 2-positive Dirichlet form, then eEH’ is a contraction 
for L”(a). 
Proof: For suppose f ELm(6Z) and ff* < 1. Then (e-H’f)(e-Htf)* < 
eeHf(ff *) < 1, which is the desired result. 
We define the set of H-harmonic elements to be a = {f E La(a): 
Hf = O}. It is obvious that W is the closed subspace of L”(a) charac- 
terized as the solutions of epHff = f, and that 9f is closed under *. 
THEOREM 6. If H is a 2-positive Dirichlet form, then 9d is a 
C*-subalgebra of L”(a). 
Proof Let f, gE g:, and put F = f + ig, then 
eeH’(FF*) > (e-“‘F)(e-H’F)* = FF*. 
Looking at the “real” part of the above inequality, we conclude 
epH’(ff* + gg*) >ff* + gg*. Since His a contraction tr[e-“‘(ff* + gg*)] 
< tr[ff * + gg*], from which we obtain epH’(ff * + gg*) = ff * + gg*. But 
then also the “imaginary” part of epHr(FF*)- FF* is zero, so 
epHf(gf* - fg*) = gf* - fg*. Polarization of epH’( ff *) = ff * yields 
e-H’(gf* + fg*) = gf* + fg*, and combining, we obtain eeH’(fg*) = fg*. 
%? is obviously closed under *, and also obviously closed in L”(a). 
We now introduce a notion of irreducibility which will enable us to 
strengthen the conclusion of the last theorem. The bundle has as 
sub-bundle the restriction of the fiber at each point to real multiples of the 
identity element of the C*-algebra structure, and this sub-bundle may be 
identified with the trivial bundle M x R. If i is the bundle injection of A4 x R 
into a, then i induces isometries into: LP(M x R) + Lp(dl) for all p. There 
is also a bundle map P: 65 -+ M x R assigning to an element in the fiber a, 
its normalized trace, and we have Pi= identity. Put K= PHi; K is a 
Dirichlet form in the classical sense on L2(Mx R). 
We say H or emHr is P-irreducible if PH = KP and the only sections of 
L*(Mx W) annihilated by K are the constant sections. 
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Viewed as a real linear transformation on IF”, an element of M(n, F) has 
a complex spectrum with multiplicity, as does also, of course, an element 
in a fiber of a. By sp(a) we denote the eigenvalues only, while Sp(a) 
denotes the eigenvalues with their multiplicity. Now we have: 
THEOREM 7. Zfe-" is a P-irreducible symmetric Markov semigroup on 
L’(a), and f~L”(a) is harmonic, then sp{f(x)} is independent of x; 
IIf(x)ll is also independent of x. Zf grz L”(a) is also harmonic, then 
(f(x), g(x)), is independent ofx. 
Proof: If f~9J, so also does f”, n = 0, 1,2 ,..., HP =O+K(Pf”) = 
O* Pf” is constant. Hence trX{f”(x)} is independent of x. Whatever 
normalized invariant trace we have chosen, it is of form tr,(h(x)) = 
C a,A.,(h(x)), where the q’s are positive reals, and the &(h(x)) are the 
eigenvalues, with multiplicity, of h(x). Hence xi aJ~(f(x)) = xi a,A.~(f( y)), 
which implies that 
c i 1 -L&x))z =; 1 -A.(f(y))z’ lai 
implying in turn that the set {&(j(x))} is the same as the set {&(f(y))}. 
Since IIf(x)ll is computed from the top of the spectrum of f(x)f*(x), 
the second statement is clear. 
Since (f(x), g(x)),= tr,(f(x) g*(x)), and g* is also harmonic, the 
third statement is immediate, completing the proof of the theorem. 
If the normalized invariant trace we have chosen is the “standard” trace, 
i.e., the sum of “usual” traces in each of the simple summands scaled so 
as to be normalized, then-the familiar facts on elementary and power 
symmetric functions give: 
COROLLARY 8. rf tr is the “standard” trace, and f E a’, then Sp,{ f(x)} 
is independent of x. 
The last conclusion actually holds for a general normalized invariant 
trace under a continuity condition which is generally satisfied in practice. 
COROLLARY 9. Zf f E 9 is harmonic and continuous, then Sp,{ f (x)} is 
independent of x. 
Proof: sp,{f(x)l is independent of x, and there are only finitely many 
possibilities for the elementary symmetric functions on Sp,{f(x)}. Since f 
is continuous, and A4 is connected, one of these possibilities holds 
everywhere. 
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5 
Thus far the Riemannian structure on M has been used incidentally- 
only the Riemannian measure has appeared. Now we use the Riemannian 
structure more comprehensively in order to construct C*-bundles. We start 
with a smooth Euclidean vector bundle V over M; we suppose the bundle 
equipped with a connection V which respects the Euclidean structure; see 
[7,20] for basic material on connections. Thus if ( -, .), is the Euclidean 
structure in V,, and X is a smooth vector field, we require X(v, o) = 
(V,v, o) + (v, V,o), where v and w  are smooth sections of V. For a scalar 
function f and section v of V we have of course by the definition of connec- 
tion that V,(fv) = (Xf)v + f V,v. 
We denote by 6 the Riemannian connection on T*, the cotangent bundle 
of M. Abusing notation somewhat, we denote by 6 also the extension of 6 
to @T*, the full tensor algebra of T*. 
The connection V lifts naturally to the full tensor algebra @V; the lift, 
denoted by the same character, is described by requiring V,l = 0, 
V,(v, 0 v2 0 ..- Qv,)=(v~v*)Qv,Q ... Qv,+v~Qv,v,Q ... @Iv,+ 
vlov2o . . . @V,v,. The tensor algebra @ V has an anti-involution 0 
described by 8(v,@v,@ ... @v,)=v,@v,_~@ ... @vl, and for any 
section f of @V we have V,(Of) = e(V,f ). The tensor algebra also 
has an involution p described by setting p(v, @ v2@ ... @v,) = 
( - 1)” (vl @ v2 0 . . . @ v,), and for a section f of @ V we have also 
V&f) = P(V*f )* 
Next, let E = + 1 be fixed, and let 9 be the two-sided ideal in Cm( @ V) 
generated by sections of the form v@ o + 00 v - 2s(v, 0). 9 is clearly 
fixed by 8 and p, but also 
LEMMA 10. V,Y c 3 for any smooth vector field X. 
Proof. Any member of 9 is a sum of elements of the form f @ g@ h, 
where f, hECm(OV) and g=v@w+w@v-2s(v,W). V,(f@g@h)= 
(V,f)@g@h+f@(V,g)@h+f@gOVxh, and the first and third 
summands are clearly in 3. But also V,g= (V,v) @I o + o @ (V,v) - 
2s(V,v, o) + v @ (V,o) + (V,o) 8 v - 2s(v, V,o), so V,gEf, and 
the proof is complete. 
Hence the connection on @I’ pushes down to a connection on the 
quotient bundle, whose fiber at x is (0 I’),/&. All fibers are isomorphic 
Clifford algebras, and the bundle itself is denoted %+(I’) or v-(V) 
according to choice of E. 
For general information on Clifford algebras, we refer the reader to [2], 
though we do display now the structure of the Clifford algebras (see 
Table I). 
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TABLE I 
215 
dim V Q+ w- 
1 RcBR a: 
2 WA R) w 
3 M(Z @I WQo-0 
4 MC% W) W, I+) 
5 M(2, H)@M(2, W) M(4, @I 
6 M(4, W ) M(& R) 
I M(8, C) M(8, Iw)S M(8, Iw) 
8 M(16, iw) MW, aB) 
If we move up 8 steps from a table entry, the field is left unaltered, while 
the dimension is multiplied by 16. 
We have yet to construct the C*-algebra structure on the Clifford 
algebras. Since the Clifford algebras are either simple or the direct sum of 
isomorphic simple algebras, there is only one normalized invariant trace at 
our disposal, which we may take as the appropriately scaled trace of the 
regular representation of the algebra, and which we denote by “tr.” An 
anti-involution of the algebra is constructed by setting f * =0(f) in case 
E = 1, f * = pe(f) in case E = - 1. Since V, commutes with both 8 and p, we 
have (V,f)* = V, f *, where f is a smooth section and X is a smooth 
vector field. Also 
VAfg) = (Vxf) g +f(Vxg)* 
In order to see in greater detail what is going on, it is convenient to take 
for each point of M a neighborhood over which we have smooth sections 
pi, p2, . . . . p, forming an orthonormal base in each fiber of V over the 
neighborhood in question. Then the sections E( (i)) =: pi, pi, . . . pl, 1 Q i, < 
i, < . . . < ik <n, are a basis for the Clifford algebra of each fiber. 
Moreover, tr E((i)) z 0 unless (i) is the empty set, and E(i) E*(i) = 1. We 
introduce a bilinear form on the Clifford algebra fibers by setting (J g) = 
tr fg*; it is easy to see that this gives a scalar product on 59*(V) extending 
the Euclidean structure on the natural inclusion of V in g*(V). Also 
(E((i)), E((j))) is 0 if (i)# (j), 1 if (i)=(j). Finally, the adjoint of left 
multiplication by f with respect to this scalar product is f *. Thus the 
operator norm in the regular representation gives an appropriate real 
C*-algebra norm on the Clifford algebra, and 1 + ff * is clearly invertible. 
It is trivial to verify that X(f, g) = (V,J g) + (f, V,g). 
Summarizing: 
THEOREM 11. %?* ( V) is a P-algebra bundle. The extended connection 
SSO/85/2.5 
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respects the Euclidean structure on %f+( V), commutes with *, and induces a 
F-algebra derivation of smooth sections. 
It will be useful to see the effect of the connection in local coordinates. 
The following discussion parallels a local description of connections which 
is well known to differential geometers [20]. On a coordinate patch in M, 
let pl, p2, -., pn be a smooth orthonormal frame for V as before. Let X 
be a smooth vector field. Since (V,p,, pi) + (pi, V,p,> =O, we may 
write VXpi= c{pj, summation convention holding, and c{ + cj = 0. Let 
p = a’p, be an arbitrary section of V over the patch. Then V,p = (Xa’) + 
a%{ pj. Using Clifford algebra multiplication, put H = s/4 Ci, j ci pi pj. 
A straightforward computation now gives V,p = (Xu’) pi + pH - Hp = 
(Xa’) pi + [p, H]. Note that H is skew-adjoint. Since V, gives a derivation 
of the sections of the Clifford algebra bundle, we readily obtain: 
LEMMA 12. Let 
P’i c aili2”.ikpi, pi2 . . . pik 
k = 0 il -G il< < ik 
on a coordinate patch. Over the same coordinate patch there exists a smooth 
skew-adjoint section H of GF? * ( V) 0 T * such that 
Vxp = 1 (Xaili2..‘ik ) PiI pi,. . PC + [p, H(X)] 
and H depends linearly on X. 
A little more generally, suppose ql, q2, . . . . qr (r = 2”) are sections of 
‘3” (v) over a coordinate patch which span the Clifford algebra of each 
fiber. We suppose additionally that the map qi(x) + qi(y) is an algebraic 
isomorphism of the fibers at x and y. Any polynomial with constant coef- 
ficients in the non-commuting qi’s which is zero at one point in the coor- 
dinate patch is then identically zero, and so the map qi +V,q, gives a 
derivation in each fiber of the fiber Clifford algebra. Since the only 
derivations of semi-simple algebras are inner derivations, we can find for 
each x in the patch an element H,(X)EG~*(V), such that (V,qi)(x)= 
[qi, H,(X)], uniquely determined up to addition by a central element. The 
center is bundle structure group invariant; consequently H,(X) is uniquely 
determined if we demand its inner product with the center be zero. Once 
this is done, the dependence of H on x is smooth, and on X is linear. If 
q = a’q, is an arbitrary section over the coordinate patch, then V,q = 
(Jfa’) qi + Cq, H(X)]. 
Using the sections of Lemma 12 we may establish an isomorphism of the 
fiber at a point x with a matrix algebra, such that * is conjugate transpose, 
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and the isomorphism persists at other points y in the patch. Thus the 
sections of the Clifford algebra bundle over the patch may be identified 
with matrices (f,(x)) = F(x), and V,F= (Xfti) + [F, H(X)]. With the 
normalization on H previously imposed again, it is easy to verify that H is 
skew-adjoint. 
6 
We have just constructed C*-algebra bundles starting with a Euclidean 
bundle with connection over M; we have yet to construct symmetric 
Markov semigroups. Our procedure here begins with the familiar construc- 
tion of the Bochner Laplacian [7, 12, 18, 19,241. Given the bundle I’, we 
have a map V: Cm(V) + Cm( V@ T*). V induces a connection on V@ T* 
given by V, = V@ 1 + 10 6. If we let g denote contraction by the metric 
tensor, the Bochner Laplacian B on Cm(V) is the composition 
cyv@+ P’(V@T*)~ Cm(V@T*@T*) lBg+ Cm(V), 
which may be written in local coordinates 
B = g”(V,V, - l-iv,) 
where Xi =: a/axi and Vi =: V,. 
We could equally well have constructed the Bochner Laplacian on 
Cm(%?*( V)), and it has, of course, exactly the same expression, but for the 
connection lifted to the Clifford algebra bundle. 
In either case H =: -B may also be identified with the operator 
associated to the positive quadratic form 
where IVfl, is the natural norm in (V@ T*), or (W*(V)@ T*), as the 
case might be. Thus -B may also be written as V*V, where V* is the 
formal adjoint to V. 
If (V,)* is the formal adjoint of V, with respect to the pre-Hilbert space 
structure on Cm(V) or C”(%?‘( V)), then we see that B may also be 
written locally 
-B = (Vi)* g”V,. 
A standard calculation gives (V,)* = -V, - div X. 
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Now the quadratic form Q may be closed by standard Sobolev theory. 
We take all sections f of the bundle in question which have weak 
derivatives, so that Vf is defined, and form the Sobolev space II”**(V) or 
I@*(%?* (V)) consisting of such sections f for which 
The Sobolev space is a Hilbert space, so the associated operator -B is 
self-adjoint and positive. Moreover, smooth sections are a core for the 
quadratic form and the operator. It is obvious that H= -B commutes 
with * ; we have yet to show H is a Dirichlet form for the bundles g*(V). 
Since H 1 = 0, H is a contraction. The action of H on sections of M x IF8 
is just that of the (positive) Laplacian; thus H is P-irreducible. Finally 
THEOREM 13. ePH’ IS a P-irreducible symmetric Markov semigroup. 
We have only to show positivity preservation; this is equivalent to 
Q( I f I) < Q(f) for f E Dom(H ‘I*), f self-adjoint. We give two proofs of this 
important proposition. 
1st Proof: Q(f)=j IVf jzd x, and by combining a suitable partition of 
A4 with smooth orthonormal frames in coordinate patches, we see that 
there exist smooth vector fields Xi, i= 1, 2, . . . . k, such that 
Q(f)= i j- <b,f,V,f>,dx. 
i=l 
It is therefore sufficient to prove that if X is a smooth vector field and 
f = f * E Dom(H”*) then 
The use of parallel transport [20] shows that V, is the infinitesimal 
generator of a one-parameter group T, acting on the Hilbert space 
H = L*(%? * ( I’)). Now H is actually a Hilbert algebra and V, is a * deriva- 
tion; so each T, is a * automorphism of H. Note, however, that T, will not 
generally be isometric. Since H is reflexive, Corollary 1.39 of [9] implies 
that 
Ilvxf l12=~~o t-l IITrf-f II2 
for all L* sections f, both sides being finite or infinite together. If f is 
self-adjoint, we deduce 
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IIV, Ifl l12=fi_mo t-’ IIT, Ifl- Ifl II2 
=ply III~,fl-Ifl11~~fi_m,~-‘II~~f-fll, 
= IlVxf II2 
by a standard inequality for the operator modulus in non-commutative L2 
spaces [ 1, 111. This completes the first proof. 
2nd ProoJ If Q( f ), initially defined for f E Dom(H1/2), is extended to 
all of L2 by putting it +co where undefined, then from the spectral 
theorem it is known that the extended Q is lower semi-continuous. Since 
the smooth sections are a core for both H and H ‘12, it is enough to show 
then that Q( I f I ) d Q(f) for f smooth self-adjoint. 
For a smooth section f let the singular set off be the x E A4 for which 
f, is singular. It is easy to see that there exists a sequence of E’S tending to 
zero such that the measure of the singular set (which is closed) off --E is 
zero. If we can show that Q( I f - ~1) < Q(f - E) = Q(f ), then by semi- 
continuity again, we have Q( I f I ) < Q( f ). So we look now at a self-adjoint 
section f whose singular set is of measure zero, and confine our attention 
to the open non-singular set 0. We will show first that f + and f _ restricted 
to 0 are smooth, with smooth square roots. This is a consequence of the 
following more general fact. 
LEMMA 14. Let U be an open set in the Euclidean space of K x K real 
symmetric matrices, and cp a smooth real-valued function on the (open) set 
U ,.Usp(x). Then q(x) is smooth on U. 
Proof This will follow from the consequence of the Malgrange prepara- 
tion theorem due to Glaeser [S] stating that a smooth function 
Q(x,, x2, . . . . xK) which is unaltered by permutation of the arguments is a 
smooth function of the elementary symmetric functions of the arguments. 
To apply Glaeser’s result, we first need a convenient expression for q(A), 
A E U. Suppose initially A has K distant eigenvalues I,, Ar, . . . . AK-i. Let 
P(x) be the unique polynomial of degree K- 1 such that P(1,) = C&A,), 
v = 0, 1, . . . . K-l. Then P(A)=cp(A). If we write P(x)=a,+a,x+ ... + 
aK-+ K-1, we may solve for a,, and find a, = DO/D, where D, the discrimi- 
nant, is the determinant of the Vandermonde matrix 
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and D, is the determinant of the Vandermonde matrix with the oth column 
replaced by cp(&) [ i 1. dk-I) 
Thus a, is a smooth symmetric function of the 2s except on the set for 
which the discriminant vanishes. It is a general fact that if g(x,, x2, . . . . x,) 
is smooth, so also is 
&I 3 x2, . . . . --a - d.Y,, x23 -..9 %I) . 
Xl - Yl 
thus 
DA&, 4, . . . . A,-,) D,(&, A,, . . . . AK--l)-DA&, A,, &, . ..> AK--l) 
A,-& = a,-Al 
is smooth. Now apply the same argument to the difference quotient above, 
but setting 1, = A,, and continue inductively; we conclude the a, are smooth 
symmetric functions. By Glaeser’s result, they are smooth functions of the 
elementary symmetric functions, equally smooth functions of the power 
symmetric function, tr A, tr A2, . . . . tr AK, completing the proof of the 
lemma. 
One more lemma will complete the 2nd proof. 
LEMMA 15. Let f and g be smooth sew-adjoint sections such that fg= 
gf= 0 and each off and g has smooth square roots. Let X be a smooth 
vector field. Then at each point of M, (V,f, V,g> GO. 
Proof: Put f = F2, g = G2. It is elementary that FG = GF= 0. For 
convenience, denote application of V, by a prime. Thus f' = (F’) = 
FF’ + F’F, and g’ = GG’ + G’G. Also FG’ + GF’ = G’F + GF’ = 0. Thus 
(f', g'> = (FF’ + F’F, GG’ + G’G) = (FF’, GG’) -I- (FF’, G’G) + 
(F’F, GG’) + (F’F, G’G) = 0 + tr(FF’GG’) + tr(F’FG’G) + 0 = 0 
- tr(F2Gf2) - tr(F’2G2) d 0. 
Using both lemmas now, let f have singular set of measure 0, 0 the 
non-singular set. Restricted to 0, f, and fp are smooth, and have smooth 
square roots, so (V,f+ , V,f _ ) d 0. Using the first criterion of 
;frhoe;frem 1, this is enough to show Q( 1 f I) Q Q(f ), completing the second 
We have now that H is a P-irreducible Dirichlet form. It is also true that 
His K-positive for all K, so-called completely positive. For the proof of this 
claim, we first require 
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LEMMA 16. Let A: be the Clifford algebra based on + a sum of 
K-squares. Then the even subalgebra is Ai- 1. 
Proof. Let a,, a2, . . . . aK be an orthonormal base for the vector space, 
and put b, = avaK, v = 1,2, . . . . K-l. Then bi= -1 and for v#u, 
b,b, + b,b, = 0. 
THEOREM 17. eeH’ is completely positive. 
Proof. We consider the bundle W = V@ (A4 x lRK), where Mx RK 
is the trivial bundle, and RK is equipped with usual inner product. The 
Clifford bundles q’(W) associated to W are the twisted tensor 
products +Z + ( V) 6 V + (A4 x RK), containing as sub-algebras % * ( V) 0 
v;-l(Mx lRK-1). 0 n selecting constant sections of the 2nd factor of the 
tensor product, we have %?*( W) @ Ai- 1 as subalgebra. But A;+,, w 
A4(22+4', C), and the action of H in the subalgebra is that described in 
Section 4, completing the proof. 
7 
This seems an appropriate place to set down briefly a few other direc- 
tions we might have pursued. Let U be a real finite-dimensional vector 
space equipped with an inner product, giving rise to Clifford algebras 
q:‘(U). There is a bijection of the skew symmetric tensors in @ U, which 
may of course be identified with A U, with w*(U), described by 
which is an isometry in the natural inner products in A U and q*(U). 
(There is only one normalized invariant trace on g*(U).) 
Furthermore, if V is a Euclidean vector bundle over A4 of the sort we 
have been using all along, the map cp may be lifted to a map of sections 
of A V onto sections of g*(V). The connection V on Y lifts to both A I/ 
and q*(V) such that the following diagram commutes: 
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We may form a Bochner Laplacian for either bundle; they are 
cp-equivariant. Consequently, we may regard the introduction of the 
Clifford bundles as simply a device for the creation of a partial order in the 
Grassman bundle which is preserved by the semigroup ePHr. The partial 
order in the Grassman bundle has, however, very little relation to the 
algebra structure. 
There is another direction we might have followed, which can be 
called a spin factor or Jordan algebra construction. Given the bundle V, we 
form the bundle W= I’@ (Mx [w), which has an induced connection 
V;(u, f) = (V,u, Xf). In C”(W) we introduce a Jordan algebra structure: 
(u, f) 0 (u, g) = (jiv + gu, fg + (u, u )), and Vi is a derivation of this Jordan 
algebra structure. We have isomorphic compact Jordan algebras in each 
fiber of W, and so sections carry a partial order. The order properties of 
the Bochner Laplacian formed for this connection can be readily deduced 
from those of the Clifford algebra construction, since the Jordan algebra is 
formed from the part of the Clifford algebra of filter degree one. 
For our subsequent applications of the Clifford bundle construction, we 
have thus far only used the order properties of the spin factor bundle. 
8 
The space W of harmonic elements has a somewhat special structure for 
the Bochner Laplacian. To begin, if f~ L*(%‘+( V)) is in the domain of 
H= -B, and Hf = 0, then f E Cm(%“( I’)) by elliptic regularity. More 
generally, even if f E Dom(H’/*) and Q(f) = 0, then V, f = 0 for all 
smooth vector fields, and again by elliptic regularity f is smooth. Those f 
for which V, f = 0 for all X are usually called absolutely parallel or 
covariant constant sections of the bundle; we call them Bochner harmonic. 
They clearly form a subalgebra, and any one of them is determined 
everywhere by its value in some fiber, by usual parallel transport argument. 
The dimension of the linear space of harmonic elements is thus at most the 
dimension of the fiber. In summary: 
THEOREM 18. The Bochner harmonic elements are precisely the smooth 
absolutely parallel sections of the P-bundle q*(V). They form a 
wubalgebra of dimension at most the dimension of the P-bundle. 
The Bochner harmonic elements are related to geometric invariants of 
the manifold, unlike the de Rham harmonic elements, which are related to 
topological invariants. Thus, for example, a KHhler manifold is an even- 
dimensional Riemannian manifold with a certain non-degenerate absolutely 
parallel two-form. Similarly, a Riemannian manifold with an absolutely 
parallel one-form has I&’ as a direct factor in its universal cover, this being 
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de Rham’s decomposition theorem. Higher-order parallel forms have all 
been classified in principle. 
If we select an orthonormal base for the harmonic sections restricted to 
one fiber, the base remains orthonormal in all fibers. Call such a basis hi, 
h 2, ,.., h,. The C”(M) module spanned by these elements gives us a trivial 
sub-bundle of q*(V), which we denote by 2. The ortho-complement of 
% in G$*( V) is another sub-bundle which we denote by X, and q’(V) = 
YP@x-. 
%F(Z) is obviously Z stable; indeed VxCm(X) c Coo(#). But also 
LEMMA 19. Cm(X) is Y? stable; more precisely V,C*j(X) c Cm(X). 
Proof: Let hEB, and foci. Then (h,f)=O so O=X(h,f)= 
(V,h,f)+(h,V,f)=(h,V,f), whenceV,.f~C"(W. 
&g is a finite-dimensional C*-subalgebra of C”(%?* ( V)); .6g is obviously 
semi-simple. Coo(#) is a subalgebra of C”(%?* ( V)) and the action of the 
Bochner Laplacian in Cm(%) mirrors the action of the scalar Laplacian. 
We also see 
THEOREM 20. C “(.X) is a two-sided 99 module, also a two-sided C “(#) 
module. Zf K E C w (X) is an eigenfunction of H belonging to 1, then h, Kh,, 
h,, h, E W, is also an eigenfunction belonging to the same eigenvalue. 
Proof. Let h EW; then (h, h, Kh,) = tr hh:K*h: = tr h:hh:K* = 
(hj+hhT, K) = 0, since h:hh: E 9. Also V,(h, Kh,) = h,(V,k) h, so 
H(hI Kh,) = h,(HK) h,. 
The last result suggests a strong tendency for non-zero eigenvalues of H 
to have high multiplicity. This can be made more precise by fully reducing 
the 2-sided module action of 9 on Cm(X). Details are left to the reader. 
9 
In this section we will discuss Kato’s inequality from our point of view, 
and also log-Sobolev inequalities for the Bochner Laplacian. It is at this 
juncture that we must make use of the second choice of the LP(6Z) norm 
described in Section 1. 
We start with V and form only g:‘(V). Let o be a smooth section of V. 
o is self-adjoint, and in terms of the order in v:‘(V), it is easy to see that 
-u(o) .l< o 6 q(o) 1, where we have denoted the local Euclidean norm of 
w  by q(o) =: (tr &)1/Z = (0, m)“*. Indeed, 
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Hence -e-“‘?(o) < e-H’W 6 e -“‘q(w), which readily implies (ePH’s(o), 
e pH’q(u)) 2 (eCH’o, eeH’o), or e -“‘q(w) > q(ehH’o). On differentiating 
the last inequality at t = 0, we obtain 
provided q(u) is in the domain of H, which is not always the case. But 
there is an easy way to overcome the difficulty. Having formed 
%?+( I’) =: W, we go on to form V+(W), forgetting the algebra structure of 
%?+( l’), with inner product extending that in W, and Bochner Laplacian 
extending original. For o E C “( Y), put Y) = o + E 1, where 1 is the unit in 
%‘+ ( l’). (q, q ) = (0, o ) + s2, and v is a smooth strictly positive section of 
W. Arguing as before, but now using the order in g’(W), we get 
THEOREM 21 (Kato’s Inequality). 
This is the form of Kato’s inequality given in [ 191. It holds of course not 
only for smooth sections of V, but also for smooth sections of q+(V). 
With Kato’s inequality available, log-Sobolev inequalities are readily 
produced. Suppose, for example, we have for all f~ C”(M) a log-Sobolev 
inequality 




for any p > 1. Let o be a smooth section of V and put f = Jm. 





and now letting E + 0, 
P2 
p4(P- 1) s 
<Hw, w) q(~)~-‘* 
2 j rl(o)Pln ~](a)~ - j v(ulp In j s(wJp + ~1 j 4~)~. 
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These log-Sobolev inequalities may be integrated back, using Gross’s 
method [lo, 171, to hypercontractive inequalities, provided we use only 
the second type of norm defined earlier. It is, however, easier to get the 
hypercontractive statements directly, since for the second choice of norm 
we have obviously [loll,” = J,,, ~(0)~. This gives 
THEOREM 22. Zf Ile-Htflly < yp,q,t 11 flip for all scalar-valued f, then the 
same inequality holds for a section of V. 
Proof: We know already that ePH’~(W)>~(e-“‘o). Thus 
Ile-Hr41q = IMe-“‘o)ll, G lle~“%(~)lI, d yp,4,, IMw)ll, 
= Yp,q,t IMp. 
This theorem may also be deduced from the functional integration/parallel 
transport formula for the semigroup [7, 12,241. The fact that e-Hr is a 
contraction on each Lp space was shown in [18, 193. 
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